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NCETERM – 2017
Dept. of ECE
Signature Selfie Event
Rules and Regulations
1. Team should consist of Exactly 4 members; neither more nor less.
2. All the team member's names should be registered with the event coordinators without
fail before the event commences.
3. Maximum number of teams allowed in this event is 20. Registration is done on first come
first serve basis.
4. All the team members should be present at the specified start time in the specified venue
5. Each team will be given with a list of clues indicating a particular location / place within
the campus. All the team members are required to find that place and capture a selfie
which includes all the team members along with the place mentioned
6. 'All the team members' and 'specified location' should be clearly visible in the 'Selfie'
taken
7. Selfies that do not contain all the team members or the mentioned location are not taken
into account.
8. The team should use only mobile phone to take the selfies. No digital cameras are
allowed.
9. The mobile used to take the selfies should have 'Share-it' app installed so that the
captured selfies can be transferred to the coordinator's PC / Laptop.
10. Each team is given a time of 40 minutes to take the selfies and capture selfies and return
back to the starting point.
11. The team arriving back late will be disqualified.
12. The team which takes the maximum number of selfies within the allotted time will be
the winner.
13. In case of a Tie, the total time taken and the quality of selfies are considered to decide the
winner.
14. Judges' decision will be the final Decision.

Staff Coordinators
Sl.
No

Name of staff

Mobile Number

1

Vikas C. Yatnalli

9538828965

2

Raghudathesh G P

7411459249

3

Raviteja Balekai

9739223504

4

Harisha G C

8792337913

Email ID
vikasy@gmit.ac.in
raghudateshgp@gmit.ac.in
ravitejb@gmit.ac.in
harishgc@gmit.ac.in

Student Coordinators
Sl.
No

Name of Student

Mobile Number

1

Vageesh H. P

8431884318

2

Shreya K

8971427385

Venue:

EC Seminar Hall (S308A)

Date:

9th September, 2017

time:

2:00 pm

Email ID
vageeshhp@gmail.com
shreyak@gmail.com

